February 25, 1984

All items are pre-packaged for shipping by Amy Skillman

CONSIGNMENT:

1. Heart-shaped Pencil hanging
   8 souvenir pencils glued onto to a
   Valentine candy box. 9 inches.
   From the Kampus Room.
   Value: $200

2. Pencil wheel
   27 pencils glued and sewn onto dark velvet
   some topped with simulated pearls, string
   of tatted flowers around edge and one in
   center. Glass stones between pencils. 19".
   From the Pencil House.
   Value: $400

3. Shell Sculpture
   22 shells (one broken) glued onto a five
   tired, rotating stand. 11" x 9½".
   From the Shell House.
   Value: $300

4. Green Bottle
   Green and white pebbles glued onto a dark
   bottle with glass cork. Green fringe
   around top and bottom. 9 inches high.
   From display shelf in Kampus Room.
   Value: $200

5. Penny Bottle
   77 pennies glued onto all sides of an
   octagonal bottle (one glued on top),
   Top is sprayed with gold paint. 11 inches.
   From the Shot House
   Value: $250

6. Bird Cage Dolls
   3 dolls (in Valentine Dress), one bird
   with green plastic grass on fur, in a
   plastic/metal bird cage. 16" x 15½".
   From the Doll House.
   Value: $750

7. Doll in Pink Dress
   Large baby doll in pink dress covered with
   pop tops, white stone for necklace, pink
   veil also covered with pop tops and red
   ribbons. Hangs by white ribbon around neck.
   41" x 41½" x 20". From the Bottle House.
   Value: $800

8. Bottle Wall Section
   12 large (and one small hidden) bottles
   symmetrically placed in cement. Some have
   paint in the bottoms for color. Two
   bottles are loose and can be removed.
   20" x 20" x 12½" x 12½". From the wall behind
   the Bottle/Shot House.
   Value: $900

9. Total
   $3800.